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Alumni’s Photography Featured in
Magazine
April 30, 2015
Greg DuPree (’98), Studio Art alumni, recently had photography featured in the lifestyle magazine Garden & Gun’s article,
“Tangled Up in Indigo.”
DuPree is an advertising and editorial photographer and is represented by Dovis Bird Agency.
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BFSDoArt Alumni are Getting Hired!
April 30, 2015
Congratulations to the Betty Foy Sanders Department of Art Alumni who have accepted new jobs!

Art History Alumni, Catherine Jackson(’13) is now a Volunteer Graphic Design/Marketing
Assistant at Motherbrook Arts & Community Centerin Dedham, MA.
MBACC’s mission is to use the arts to build a vibrant and sustainable center that enriches
the Dedham community and stimulates the revitalization and growth of the Mother Brook
neighborhoods.
GCM Alumni, Kelsey Robertson (’11), is now Graphic Designer at Aspen Marketing in
Atlanta, GA. Aspen Marketing Services is a leading global marketing services agency with
offices and resources throughout the world. A division of Epsilon, Aspen builds long-term
relationships with clients, many of which are in the Fortune 100.
GCM Alumni, Kristin Miller (’14) is now a Designer at Bahama Joes in Savannah, GA.
For over 30 years, Bahama Joes has offered the latest in corporate apparel, custom
screen printing and advertising specialty items to countless customers around the world.

Max Rebel, who received his BFA (’10) and MFA (’14) from Georgia Southern is now a
Graphic Designer at 3B Scientificin Atlanta, GA.
The 3B Scientific group manufactures and markets a wide range of teaching and learning
material for scientific, medical and patient education, as well as a range of therapy and
rehabilitation equipment.

MFA Alumni Emy Mixon (’08) is now the Marketing Coordinator at Wahoo Docksin
Gainesville, GA.
Wahoo Docks manufactures more unique residential and commercial aluminum docks
than any other dock builder in North America, with over 20-fold growth in the last five years
alone.
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Majumdar to talk at TEDx Lancaster
April 30, 2015

Santanu Majumdar, Graphic Design Professor, will be speaking at TEDx Lancaster on May
16th about “The State of Design Education”.
Santanu Majumdar is an Assistant Professor of Graphic Design at Georgia Southern University’s
Betty Foy Sanders Dept. of Art. He believes contemporary design education requires an
innovative and collaborative approach between various disciplines. Santanu has received several
national and international awards and has presented papers on design education, sustainability in
design, collaborative research projects and mentoring in several distinguished national and
international design conferences.
Santanu feels that 21st century students are more example-driven and research is reduced to
browsing pre-existing solutions through search engines, thus making them only surface level problem solvers instead of
creating the in-depth process and method driven design solutions to overcome the challenges he saw in graphic design at
GSU, a collaboration occurred with Computer Science, Information Technology, Engineering and Business to conduct classes
and team-teach with the real industry challenges. This kind of activity not only allows them to participate, but also helps them
to broaden their knowledge and critical thinking skills. As a part of the initiative, international internship and student exchange
was introduced. This not only provides a life changing exposure but also makes the students more focused once they
encounter hardships, challenges, and competitions. It’s an example of breaking the boundaries of traditional education.
Courtesy of TEDx Lancaster
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